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Existence and boundedness theorems are given for solutions of nonlinear 
integrodifferential equations of type 
f u(t) + B=(t) + j-’ 4t, s) Au(s) ds sf(t) (1 == 01, 
0 (1.1) 
m = % t 
Here A and B are nonlinear, possibly multivalued, operators on a Banach 
space W and a Hilhert space H, where WC H. The function f: (0, %) + H 
and the kernel a(t, s): R x W -t 68 are known functions. The results of this 
paper extend the results of Crandail, Linden, and Nohel [4I for equation (1.1). 
They assumed the kernel to be of the type ~(2, S) = a(2 - s). We relax this 
assumption and obtain similar results. Examples of kernels satisfying the 
conditions we require are given in section 4. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Crandall, Londen, and Nohel [4] h ave considered the problem of existence 
and boundedness solutions of the abstract Volterra integrodifferential equation 
where A and I3 are nonlinear, possibly multivalued operators on a real Banach 
space W and an associated real Hilbert space H, a(& S) is a known real-valued 
function, and f is a known function, 
f:(O,co)+H. 
Their results are for the convolution case a(t, S) = a(t - s). The purpose of 
this paper is to extend the results of [4] to the case where a(r, S) is not necessarily 
of convolution type. Examples of permissible kernels will be given in Section 4. 
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If A and B are linear or nonlinear elliptic operators, under appropriate boundary 
conditions, then equation (1.1) represents the flow of heat in a substance with 
memory; the nonconvolution kernel may then be of interest for substances in 
which chemical reactions are occurring. 
Basically, our scheme is to retain, where possible, the general conditions of 
[4] regarding A, B, W, and f, and to extend the conditions regarding the kernel a 
in order to handle the nonconvolution case. We shall use the same abstract 
method to prove the existence and boundedness of solutions to (1.1). 
The assumptions on A, B, W, H, and f are: Let H be a real Hilbert space 
and W a real reflexive Banach space, with its dual IV’, satisfying, 
WCHCW’. (1.2) 
The injections in (1.2) are continuous and dense, and (w’, w) = (w’, w) for 
w’ E H, w E W. Here (w’, w> denotes the application of the linear functional w’ 
to a w E W, and ( , ) is the inner product on H. We denote the norm on H by 
1 . /, that on W by (/ 11. Let Y: W --+ (-co,co] and+: (-co, 001 be convex, lower 
semicontinuous (1.s.c.) and proper functions. Define 
A = ay B = a+, (1.3) 
where a denotes subdifferential (see [3]). Then A and B are (possibly multi- 
valued) maximal monotone operators from W + w’ and on H respectively. 
Define W,: H -+ (-03, CD] by 
YH(u) = ltz inf(Y(w) : v E Wand I ZJ - u 1 < r>. (1.4) 
Then !PH is 1.s.c. convex. We assume 
y&4 = ‘u(u) for u E W. 
If A, = 8PH , then A, is maximal monotone in H, and 
AHu C Au for u E W, U-6) 
(see [4]). The Yosida approximations of A are defined by 
A, = X-1(1 - JJ, IA = (I + AA)-l, (A > 0). 
We assume that there is a fi > 0 such that 
(1.5) 
(w A,u) 2 +(I w I2 + I u I2 + 1) for u E H, w E Bu, X E (0, 1). (1.7) 
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Finally, we require 
For every K 1 0, {u t Ii: d(u) -- ; IA 5. K) is precompact in M’. (I 3) 
In particular, this implies that u(4) L M’. 
‘The conditions WC a.ssume concerning the kernel a(r, 5) are that: 
a(~, S) is locally absolutely continuous in TE [s, co) for 
each s c [0, cc), and absolutely continuous in I c [0, f] for 
each t c (0, “c), 
For each TE (0. CU), SUP f’ I a&, S)I ds <. cc; 
rt[0.7-1 -0 
For each T E (0, CC), there exists a K, ;- 0 such that if 
c L LYO, ‘I’; H) and d, , dr E [0, co) satisfy 
(I.9 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
for t E [0, T], 
then 
! L’ r,(c) do ! I; Kr((d,)r/* + d,) 
for t c [O. T]. 
and i Qo(F; t)i 5. Kr(d, ‘7. d,‘) 
Here a,(t, J) : (i’,tis) o(t, s) and L),(c; t) is defined by 
Q.(~; t) = j’ (+), 1’ +, T) +) dT) ds 
” ‘0 
formally for any t’ c I&( [0, cc); II). These conditions on the kernel are referred 
to as conditions (cs). If we assume that o(t, 5) - u(t - I), they reduce to condi- 
tions (a) of (41. 
As in [4], it will be shown that conditions (a) follow from either of two sets of 
easily verified conditions, conditions (irr) and (Q. 
Before giving (a,) and (CT.& WE Rive some notation. We have need to define 
the following regions: 
R = {(t, J): 0 < J < t < cc), R = {(t, 5): 0 < s d co}, 
R. .= ((t, 2): 0 ‘: s < t i: cc}, and R, = ((1, s): 0 c: J <’ t :I 7’). 
If u: W* + W, then as above, ol(t, s) :.- (ii,‘S~) a(t, s). Similarly, u,(t, s) 
(i!/Zt) a(t, s), and u,,(t, s) : (?/Lt) q(t, s). 
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If vu: [0, 00) -+ H, q(t) = o(t + d) by definition, for C > 0. Similarly 
ae(t, s) = a(t + t, s + e). Thus, at least formally, 
Q&; t) = Jot (+), s,’ 4s + 4 7 + 4 V(T) do) ds. 
If g(t, S) is a function of bounded variation in t on [a, b] for some s E [O, CO), 
s < a, then 
In this case, there is a measure ,L on [a, b] associated with g( -, s). This measure is 
denoted by d,g(t, s). It should be observed that both the measure and the 
measure space may change for different s. Conditions (ar) are: 
(1.12) a(t, s) is locally absolutely continuous on [s, co) as a function of t 
for each s E [0, co), and absolutely continuous on [O, t] as a function of s for each 
t E (0, m). 
(1.13) For almost every s E [0, oo), a,(t, s) E BI/;,,[s, co) as a function of t. 
(1.14) For each TE(O, co), 
s 
T 
Var,{a,(t, s); [s, T]} ds < co. 
0 
(1.15) For each TE(O, co), 
I t I 4s + 4 41 ds - 0 as t JO, 0 
uniformly for do [0, T]. 
(1.16) a(t, t) > 0 for t > 0. 
(1.17) There exists p > 0 such that for each T E (0, co), 
I 
T+P 
I 46 4 I dt EL’@ 7’) (as a function of 7). 
T 
Conditions (aa) are: 
(1.18) a E C(R), a2, as1 E C(R), a, E C(R+). 
(1.19) a, < 0, a2 > 0, and u2r < 0 on R. 
(1.20) a(t, t) > 0, t 3 0. 
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(1.21) For each T E (0, oo), there exists pT > 0 such that 
SUP (t - s) a&, s) = g(s)ELyO, T). 
t(.%s+od 
It should be noted that if it is assumed that a(t, S) = a(t - s), these sets of 
conditions reduce to (al) and (az) of [4]. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
The first two theorems extend Theorems 1 and 2 of (4) to the nonconvolution 
case. 
THEOREM 1. Let the assumptions (1.2)-(1.8) of (4) together with conddtion (8) 
hold. Assume that A = a$ is single-valued and that D(A) = W. Then for mery 
f E W;,-$([O, co); H) an d u0 E D(d), there exists a solution u of (1, 1) in the following 
sense: 
(i) u E C(tO, a); W, 
(ii) 24’ ELh2([0, a); H), 
(iii) f(t) - (u’(t) + 6 a(& s) Au(s) ds) = W(t) E Lf&[O, 00); H), 
(iv) W(t) E h(t) a.e. t E [0, w), 
and 
(4 it Au(s) ds &o,([O, co); H). 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions (1.2)-(1.8) and (a) hold. Assume that 
W= H = W’andthat 
For each Y > 0, there exists a number k(r) such that 
k(r)(l + ( w I) > ( v ( for all 1 u [ < I, v E Au, and w E Bu. 
(2.1) 
Then for every f E W&i([O, 00); H) and u, E D(+) n D(4) there is a solution u of 
(1.1) in the seme that 
(i) u, u’, 0, w E-&([O, 00); H), 
(ii) o(t) E Au(t) and w(t) E Bu(t) a.e. t E [0, w), 
and 
(iii) u’(t) f w(t) + it a(t, s) w(s) ds = f(t) a.e. t E [o, 00). 
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Analogues for the nonconvolution case of Theorems 3 and 4 of [4] also are 
stated here. However, in the nonconvolution case it is no longer possible to use 
harmonic analysis, and so it is necessary to place additional restrictions on the 
kernel in order to obtain the results of the convolution case. 
THEOREM 3. Let the ussumptions (1.2)-(1.8) hold. hwne that a satisfies ($), 
z+, E D(C) n D($J), /I = 0 in (1.8), inf,,, I/J(U) > --co, and that 
There is a 6 > 0 such that If(t)] < &z(t, 0) and 
If’(t)1 d --64, O)for t E [O, 03). 
(2.2) 
Suppose u, v, and w satisfy the conclusions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 2. Then 
6) sup Qatv; f) -c ~0 
td0.m) 
and 
(ii) p)) NW < cQ* 
If also 
,&pm VYutt)) = 03 
holds, then 
(iii) sup II u(t)ll < a. 
bd0.m) 
If, furG.ermore, 
and 
u(t, 0) > p > 0 for t 3 0, 
sup a(t, t) < 00, 
tsC0.m) 
(2.3) 
Q-4) 
(2.5) 
(2.5) 
Ii 
t (iv) sup 
fE[O.-=) 0 
u(t, s) v(s) ds < mo, 
I 
(VI sup N@)) -c *7 
ld0.m) 
und 
(vi) u E UC([O, co); W). 
As in [4], one can extend the results of this theorem to the solutions of (1.1) 
given by Theorem 1. 
40917011-4 
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An analogue of Theorem 4 of [4] is contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let the assumptions (1.2)-(1.8) hold, and let u, v, and w be 
given satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2. Let f EL2(0, co; H), inf,,, 4(u) > 
-co, u0 E D(d) A D(yG) and let there exist 01 > 6 > 0 such that 
(w,v)>~r/v/~ for WEBU,VEAU,UEH (2.6) 
Then 
and 
Qah t) 3 --s ,d I VW ds. 
sup VW)) < m td0.m) 
v gL2(0, co; H). 
(2.7) 
Condition (2.7) is a powerful condition, and one which is not easily checked. 
However, in Section 3, Proposition 2 shows that, if a satisfies conditions (Q and 
a(& 0) ELm(O, co>, (2.8) 
a,(& 0) EL1(O, to), (2.9) 
sup s t I 4 41 ds < 00, td0.d 0 
s t sup Var&,(T, s); [s, tl> ds -=c ~0, tdo,m) 0 
or else conditions (a2) and 
inf a(t,O) > -co, 
td0.m) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
condition (2.7) holds. 
3. DISCUSSION AND PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are omitted since, once some elementary 
changes are made, the rest is identical to their convolution counterparts. The 
efforts of this section are devoted to the demonstration that under either condi- 
tions (or) or (Q, conditions (a) hold. This will be done by first showing that, 
under either conditions ($) or (Q, a third set of auxiliary conditions, (A), hold. 
Then these conditions will be shown to imply (h). 
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(3.1) a(t, S) satisfies (1.9). 
(3.2) For almost every s E [0, oo), a,(t, S) E Bvi,,[s, CO) as a function of t. 
(3.3) For each T E (0, co), (A) 
sup j t I a,(4 s)I ds < a3 tdO.Tl 0 
(3.4) For each T E (0, co), there exists wr > 0 such that 
s 
T 
Var,(a,(t, s); T, T + zt+J ds < co. 
0 
Furthermore, for any Tl E (0, OO), 
inf wr > 0. 
W%T,I 
(3.5) Given T E (0, CD) and wr as in (3.4), there exists To E (0, wr) and 
y > 7/ > 0 such that, for all z1 EL~(O, To; H), 
(3.6) Given T E (0, o), wr as in (3.4) and w EL~(O, T; H), the integral 
I T a(s, T) V(T) d7 is an element of TPJ([T, T + wr]; H) 0 
as a function of s. 
To show that either (Q or (iz,) imply (A), the following identities will be 
invaluable. Let conditions (ii,) hold and v EL~,&[O, 00); H). Then for any 
t E [O, a), 
P.f(? t) = a(t + 4 1) 2 I~~(s)ds/*--t~~(s--,i))I:o(u)do/~ds 
+ 3 jot a(t + f, T + S) ( jt z(s) ds 1’ dT 
7 
tt s 2 
-6 SfiS v(u) da dlal(s + F, 7 + 6) dT. OT 7 (3.7) 
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Under conditions (Q, for er EL~,,([O, co); H) and t E [0, co) the identity 
(3.8) 
holds. 
Identities (3.7) and (3.8) are nonconvolution analogues of formula [4] of 
appendix (a) of [4]. Kiffe [5] established (3.8) in the case where er EL&,,[O, cc) 
under similar conditions on the function a. The proofs of (3.7) and (3.8) are 
highly technical and will be omitted. 
Using these identities, the proof of the next proposition becomes a straight- 
forward verification. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a: R --+ R satisfy either conditions (al) or conditions (s2). 
Then a sutis$es conditions (A). 
Proof. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are simple to verify. In (3.4) under 
conditions (a;) we choose, for reasons which will appear later, wuT < p, where p 
is as in (1.17). (Under conditions (a2) wT can be chosen as desired.) 
To prove (3.5) under conditions (Q, it will be convenient to define 
B(4 t) = fr jt I a& + 4 /)I ds + 2 j" I u,(t + 4 s + /)I ds 
0 0 
+ 2 j” j” 1 d,a,(s + t, 7 + d)( dT. (3.9) 
0 + 
Using (1.12)-(1.15) d b an o vious estimates, it follows that 
l$ B([, t) = 0 (3.10) 
and the limit is uniform for JE [0, T]. By using (1.12)-(1.15), it also follows 
that u(t, s) is continuous (jointly in t and s) along the diagonal ((t, t): t > O]. 
Thus, if 
26 = &fq a(/, e), 
then by the comments just made and (1.16), E > 0. Further, there exists 
TX E (0, 00) such that if 
(3.11) 
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then y > e/2 for Tr small enough. Choose T, E (0, co) so that if 
(3.12) 
then q < e/4. By (3.10) this is guaranteed. Let T, = min{T, , T2 , wT} where wr 
is as in (3.4). Then if v EL~,-J[O, co); H), by using (3.7) and obvious estimates, 
and so by (3.11) and (3.12), (3.5) holds. 
Under conditions (as), identity (3.8) together with (1.19) implies that 
By (1.18) and (1.20) for Tl E (0, 00) small enough, 
Let T,, = min{T, , wr} where wr is as in (3.4), and r] = y/2 and (3.5) follows. 
To show that (3.6) holds it is only necessary to use the definition of absolute 
continuity ( 1.17), and simple manipulations. Noting then that H is reflexive, 
(6.6) follows. (See Corollary A2 [3]). This completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
The next task is to establish the following nonconvolution analogue of 
Theorem (a) of [4]. 
THEOREM (a). Let a: R + R satisfy conditions (A) and let T E (0, m). Then 
(1.12), and hence conditions (a), holds. 
Proof. Exactly as in the convolution case, the problem can be reduced to 
showing that, if e, E L2(0, T, H) and dj , d2 E [0, oo), with 
then there is a constant c = ~(a, T, d,d,) such that 
(J)(Wj GO and I Qa(w; t>l < c (t E 10, TI). (3.14) 
Suppose that dl , da E [0, co) and w E L2(0, T, H) and that (3.13) holds. By 
(3.4), T, may be decreased if necessary, so that T may be taken to by NT, . 
The proof will be an induction on n = 1,2 ,..., N. 
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for t E 0, T0 . Thus, 
for t E [0, Y’s]. The right hand of this inequality is a nondecreasing function of t, 
and so, since y > 7, there is a constant c1 = ~,(a, 7’s , d, , d,), such that 
(3.15) 
By (3.15) and (3.59, 
v12 < Q&i t) < 4 + dzc, (t E K-4 ToI)* 
Thus, there is a constant c = ~(a, T,, , d, , d2) satisfying (3.14) for t E [0, Ts]. 
Suppose that there is a constant ICI satisfying (3.14) in place of c for t E [0, nT,]. 
For t E [0, 7’s] one can expand 
Q&k t + nTo) 
= Q&J; nT,J 
a(~ + nT,, , T) W(T) d’) ds 
+ St (w(s + nT,,>, c” a(s + nT, , T) w(7) dr) ds 
= Q&J; nTo) 
where 
+ Lt (4s + nT,), s,’ 4s + nT,, , T + nT,) W(T + nT,) d7) ds 
+ l(t), 
](t) = if (w(s + nT,,), iSTo u(s + nT,, T) ZJ(T) d7) ds. 
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Using the notation on page 
Qa(g; t ? nTo) = Q&U; nTo) + QanT&r,, ; 0 + J(t) (t E 10, ToI). (3.16) 
Suppose that it can be shown that there exist constants n/r,, ml, independent 
of ZI, such that 
I JWl < Ml + ml (t E LO, ToI). (3.17) 
Then (3.16) would give, with (3.13) and (3.14) (for t = nZ’,J, 
Is 
7 
Qa,,Tpn~o ; t) d M2 + m2 max 
-[O,t1 0 
% T&) ds 
Utilizing (3.5) with I = nT, gives 
I (t E 1% ToI). 
Y t’,T,,(s) ds I* - 17 s;l 1 jar z’,&) ds /* ,< Qa,&c, ; t) (t E [o, To]), 
and so, as before, 
for t E [0, T,,]. Thus, there is a K, > 0 such that 
II 
t 59 so(s) ds / G K, , 1 Q2n,Tjv,~o ; t)l d K2 (t E [O, To]). (3.18) 
‘0 
This would then give, via obvious estimates, 
I( 
t+nT, 
4s) ds < 4 + K2 , I Q&G t + nTo)l < Kt (t E [O> ToI). 
‘0 
This would prove the theorem, provided (3.17) can be established. 
To establish (3.17), integrate J(t) by parts; justified by (3.6): 
l(t) = 0,“” a(t f nTo , T) U(T) dT, [ %T&) ds) 
- jot ($ jnT” a(s + nT, , T) dr, j’ t’nTo(T) d+) ds 
0 
= JlW + J*(t) 
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where 
JzW = - l (-$ s’” 4 + nTo ,4 dT, [ QT~,(T) d’) ds 0 E [O, ToI). 
Further integration by parts on the first factor in Jl gives 
jonTo a(t + nT, , 7) W(T) dr = a(t + nT, , nT,,) I” u(7) dr 
- j-‘” a,@ + nTo , T) s’ a(s) ds dr. 
0 0 
Thus, 
J&> = a@ + nTo , nTo) ( ~onTo 44 d7, lt w,,T,(s) ds) 
- ( L”To a& + nTo , 7) s,’ ~($1 ds d7, it w,,T~(s> ds), 
and so, by Cauchy-Schwarz and (3.18), 
I J&l B m I 4 + nTo , nTo)I + /* I =& + “To 3 T)I d7 ,$y, ) 6 wnro(s) ds 1 
0 
for t E [0, To]. Using (3.1) and (3.3), one deduces the existence of a constant 
K5 < 0 such that 
Next, notice that by (3.1) one can integrate by parts: 
inTo u(s + nTo , 7) w(7) d7 = a(s + nTo , nT,) 6’” W(T) d7 
s nTo - a& +nT,, ,T)I ’ w(o) do d7, 0 0 
(3.19) 
and so, by (3.6) and (1.12), 
6” %(s + nTo , 7) 1’ w(u) da dT is WJ([O, To]; H) as a function of s. 
0 
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Hence, also, 
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Estimating Is(t), one has 
I JzWl B ,g$, 1 ITQ,(S) ds ( Jot ( 4s + nTo , nTo) f nro v(u)d1 ds ’ 0 
-t lt j -& lnro u&s + nTo , T) iT V(U) du dT / ds. (3.20) 
By (3.1) and the induction hypothesis, the first term inside the brackets is 
bounded. The second term is the Ll-norm of the derivative of 
I 
nro 
s 
T & + nTo , 7) w(u) do dT, 
0 0 
which is just the total variation of the function. Let 0 = so < *.. < sk = To 
be an arbitrary partition of 0, To . Then 
<fl [ ,a” az(si + nTo , T) i7 2)(u) do dT - 1’” a,(~~-, + nTo , 7) s,’ v(u) da dT j 
d i In” I &i + nTo, 7) - a&-l + nTo , T)\ / IT $0) do ( dT 
i-1 0 0 
1 a,(% + nTo > 7) - u&i-, + nTo t T>I dT 
s nT0 < Kl Var{a,(s, 7); [nTo I (n -I- l)TolI d7. 0 
By (3.4), this is bounded. Thus, 
Var I~*” %(s -b nTo, T) I’ w(u) do; 0, To1 < K5 , 
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and so, by (3.20) and comments above, 
This, together with (3.19), completes the proof of the theorem. 
It is worthwhile to note that if the function a is of the form a = a, + a2 
where ai satisfies conditions (CQ, (i = 1,2), then a also satisfies (u). 
The section is completed with the following result which shows that under 
some conditions (2.7) holds, justifying Theorem 4. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let a satisfy either conditions (aI) and (2.8)-(2.11), OY con- 
ditions (z~) and (2.12). Then there exists 6 > 0 such that, for s EL&,([O, co); H), 
(2.7) holds. 
Proof. Using conditions (a,), B(C, t) can be defined as before, by (3.9). 
Using (2.9)-(2.11), one has 
sup B(0, t) = KB < cc 
td0.m) 
Using (3.7) and obvious estimates, 
Q&i t) 3 - I 4t, w t 2 s, I +)I2 ds - Ke lt I v(s)j2 ds 
3 - sup I 4 WI 
tot0.m) 2 + KB Iot I +)I2 ds 
(t E [O, to)). 
Let 6 = SUP~~[~,~) (1 u(t, 0)1/2) + Ke and (2.7) follows. 
Under conditions (u2) with (2.12), one can use (3.8) and (1.19) to easily derive 
(2.7). 
For the sake of brevity, the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are only outlined 
below. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By the hypotheses of Theorem 3, there exist u, u’, v, and 
w E Lf,,([O, co); H) such that 
(i) u’(s) + w(s) + ls u(s, T) W(T) dT = f (s) a.e. s E (0, co). 
(3.21) 
(ii) w(t) E Bu(t), w(t) E Au(t) a.e. t E [0, co). 
Form the inner product of (3.21) (i) with V(S) and integrate. Then, using (1.8) 
with /3 = 0 we obtain 
s,t (44, 4s)) ds + Q&i t) < Jbt W,fW) ds for t E (0, co). 
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Using the definition of the subdifferential, this gives 
U’(u(t>> - ~(~(0)) + QZaW; t> djot (4S>>f(S)) ds. (3.22) 
Because conditions (as) hold, identity (3.8) implies 
Q&; r) > Qu(t, 0) / jt z(u) du 1’ - 4 j’ a,(~, 0) j s,’ v(u) du 1’ ds. (3.23) 
0 0 
Since f E W~$([O, 00); H), 
\’ (z(s),f(s)) ds =f(t) 5,’ U(S) ds - j”*f’(s) jos r(u) da ds 
‘0 
and so, by (2.2) and easy estimates, 
[ (+),f(s)) ds < WC 0) + t+, 0) 1 jot 44 do I* t S* it I a,(~> O)l ds 
+ Q j* 1 a,(~, O)l - 1 jos v(u) du /’ ds. 
0 
Then by (3.23) and conditions (us), 
.$: (w(s),f(s)) ds < S*a(t, 0) - S2 jot a,(~, 0) ds + @@; t). 
Using (3.22) and integrating si a,(s, 0) ds, we obtain 
y+(t)) - Jf+(O)) + itQa(? t> < S240, 0) t E (0, 00). (3.24) 
Using infuEw I/J(~) > -co, we get (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3. If (2.3) holds, then 
(3.24) also implies (iii) as well. Using (2.4) and SUP~~(~,~) &(s; t) < CO we find 
t:& I jot u(ddu I < co (3.25) 
Next, integrating by parts, we have 
j’ u(t, s) ZI(S) ds = u(t, t) I I da - sx a,(t, s) Jo ~I(~) da ds, 
0 
and so, by obvious estimates, (2.5), and (3.25), 
( Lt a(& s) v(s) ds ( < cl + c2 j; a,(4 s) ds. 
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Integrating and using (2.5) again, we have (iv) of Theorem 3. 
Since w(t) = f(t) - u’(t) - $ a(& s) Y(S) ds E @(u(t)), 
$$(u(t)) = (f(t) = u’(t) = l a(t, s) w(s) ds, u’(t)) a.e. (0, co). (3.26) 
We also have by the definition of the subdifferential 
+W)> G#o) + (f(t) = u’(t) - l@, 4 44 4 u(t) - ug) (3.27) 
By Theorem 3(iii) ~up~~[s,~) 1 u(t) - u,, 1 < co. We also have 
Thus, adding (3.26) and (3.27), 
$ &40) + $449 G - I WI2 + Cl I WI + 5 + M%) 
< c, 
By infUEH#(u) > -00, (iv) of Theorem 3 holds. 
To obtain (v) of Theorem 3, multiply (3.21) (i) by w(s) and integrate on 
[t, t + I]. Then 
+W + 1)) - +WN + s:,1 I ~(4~ ds 
I 
t+1 
< Cl lw (4l ds t 
< c2 ([‘+l ) w(s)” ds)li2 
where c2 depends onf and u. Using (2.6), therefore 
I 
t+1 
sup 
tEr0.m) t
1 w(s)12 ds < 00. 
Since u’(t) = f(t) - w(t) - Ji u(t, s) w(s) ds, 
I 
t+1 
sup td0.m) t 
/ u’(s)12 ds < 00. 
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Thus, u E UC([O, co); H). Since u(t) and #(u(t)) are bounded in H, {u(t): 
t E [0, a~)> is strongly precompact in W by (1.9). By Lemma 2.2 of [4], 
u E uqo, CD); Iv). 
Proof of Theorem 4. Form the inner product of 
+) + ~(4 + jo8 a(~, 4 (7) dT =f(s) 
with V(S) and integrate: 
jot (44, +)) ds + jo* (w(s), $4)ds + Q&J; t>= jot (f(s), W ds. 
Hence, using (2.7) and (23 
$w>) - ww + a j” I we ds - 6 j” I W2 ds < jot (f (9, ~(9) ds 
Since OL > 6 2 0, 
and sup +W(t)) < cc* 
td0.u) 
4. EXAMPLES 
This section gives some examples of kernels satisfying conditions (Q, (a2), 
and (z). Let b: [0, co) -+ R. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a(t, s) = c(t) 6(t - s) y(s). 
Case 1. If b satisfies (a,), c(t) y(s) > 0 for all t, s E [0, co), and c, y E 
AC&O, cc), then a satisfies conditions (aI). 
Case 2. If b satisfies (a,), c > 0, y > 0, c’ > 0, y’ > 0, and c, y E Cl(0, 00) 
I-I C[O, cc), then a satisfies (6). 
Example 1 and Example 2, below, are perturbations, in a sense, of convolution 
kernels satisfying (al) or (aa). Th e y were suggested by Levin [6], and have since 
been considered by Kiffe [5]. 
EXAMPLE 2. u(t, s) = b(c(t)(t - s) y(s)). 
Case 1. If b E cl(R), b’ is Lipschitz on (-T, T) for every T E (0, co), 
b(0) > 0, and c, y E ACr,,[O, co), then a satisfies (ar). 
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Case 2. If b E CIO, c0) i7 C2(0, co), b” < 0, b” > 0, b(Q) > 0, c, y E C[O, Co), 
c, y > 0, c’, y’ < 0, and (tc(t))’ > 0, (v(s))’ 2 0, then a satisfies conditions (g2). 
The next two examples are not of either form above. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
a(t, s) = ++I s>o 
zzz 1 s = 0, t > 0 
Then a satisfies conditions (a;). Note that the partials a2 and +, of a re dis- 
continuous at (0,O). 
EXAMPLE 4. Let 
a(t, s) = $+1 s > 0, t > 0 
=I s = 0, t < 0. 
Then a satisfies both (Q and (a2). 
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